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“And since we wrote our scheduler from the ground up, it 
also contains unique features and is highly integrated with our 
software, not an afterthought,” Mason said. The scheduler starts 
and tracks the jobs, generates the charge tickets, manages clinic 
assignments, and interfaces with the collections job to message 
or prevent patients being scheduled that have ignored collections 
issues.

Parts and supply ordering systems also boast special features, 
and for businesses with multiple locations, the MedFlex system 
seamlessly integrates all locations within the same data set, 
including controls and security appropriate to separate sites, 
Mason noted. 

MedFlex builds systems and assists clients to connect with 
an appropriate server, but does not offer hosting service. Most of 
Medflex’s clients run the software over the Internet with 128-bit 
encryption, because they have multiple offices. “If we handled 
central hosting and we lost our Internet connection, then we’d 
have 600 O&P offices around the country go down,” Mason 
pointed out, not a risk the company is willing to take on behalf 
of clients.

Using “thin client” software, MedFlex customers can, 
however, receive online-linked educational support in real time 
via any PC with an Internet connection. The standard “thin 
client” from Microsoft is 128-bit encryption out of the box, 
Mason explains.

Coming Soon:

✦ “Because many of our clients have been clients since 
the 80s, our system evolved on what is called a peer-to-

peer database. We are moving toward a free SQL-based system 
with worldwide support, so our small clients won’t have to pay 
the big bucks to migrate to this more flexible database platform. 
Once we’re in that platform, that will allow people to do more 
things with their software utilizing more levels of integration in 
the future; it would allow us to come up with, perhaps, an ap-
pointment-request web page for patients who can interact right 
with the main database, and a method of e-mailing an appoint-
ment confirmation to the patient.

“I think that level of integration in using wireless Internet 
will continue, and more capabilities will come because of that. 
We can already do some of that now.”

Mason notes with pride the success of many of the 
company’s clients as they have grown and added offices and 
become dominant in their geographic O&P market. He hints that 
Medflex’s involvement at the ground-floor level on a new and 
growing venture will be making news soon.

OPIE 
OPIE (Orthotic & Prosthetic Information Expert) holds the  
distinction of being created from the perspective of an O&P 
practitioner and business owner. As one of the newest kids on the 
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